The Formation of the Archaeological Record
Where do Archaeological sites come from?


Units of Observation and Analysis

Archaeological Phenomenon: Observable result or residue of behavior
·	Relativistic definition
·	Dependent on the elapse of time
·	Spurious present
·	Equivalent to definition of an ‘Artifact’

Archaeological Evidence: Phenomena plus Contextual background
·	Archaeological formation processes
·	Affinities

While the unit of observation is the ‘artifact’ (residue of behavior) Archaeology is interested in analyzing Behavior.

Variability and Patterning

Culture as a mediating construct
·	Cultural behavior is patterned (constrained)
·	Archaeological phenomena generated from cultural behavior is patterned

Archaeological deposits are a cumulative record
·	Palimpsest 
·	Pompeii

Pattern detection and recognition
·	Objective process without inherent cultural assumptions
·	Formal or statistical definitions of pattern and constraint
·	Detected patterning may or may not be ‘cultural’
·	Ability to RECOGNIZE significant patterning against background ‘noise’ sets inherent limits to analysis


Pattern Detection and Recognition
·	Screening
·	Natural vs. Cultural sources of patterning
·	Individual (idiosyncratic) vs. Cultural Behavior
·	Cumulative Character of the Record
·	Explanation

Issues in Understanding Patterns
·	What is a Pattern?
·	How can we relate patterns back to their generative processes?
·	What happens when Patterns are Superimposed

A Classification of Patterns
·	Random Patterns
·	Clustered Patterns
·	Regular Patterns
·	Systematic/Structured Patterns
·	
A Random Pattern
A Clustered Pattern
A Regular Pattern
A Structured Pattern
Palimpsest

A Calculus of Patterning
·	Random + Random 
·	= Random Pattern
·	= Structured Pattern
·	Random + Structure
·	= Random Pattern
·	= Structured Pattern
·	Structure + Structure
·	= Random Pattern
·	= Structured Pattern
·	
Prediction and Retrodiction

Predicting archaeological outcomes from known behaviors
·	Experimental Archaeology
·	Ethnoarchaeology
·	Simulation models

Inferring behavior from archaeological patterning
·	Inherently probabilistic
·	The problem of equi-finality

The Nature of the Archaeological Record

Pompeii vs. a Cumulative Record
·	Frozen moment in time
·	Like a snap shot of formal and spatial relationships
·	Characteristic of one specific moment in time
·	Accumulated over use life of site
·	Palimpsest of formal and spatial relationships over time
·	Representative of repeated behavior over time.

Modeling the Dynamic from the Static
·	Human cultural behavior in the past was dynamic, changing and on-going.
·	Archaeological remains are static contemporary phenomena.

The Problem of Equifinality
·	“In an open system … the same final state may be reached from different initial conditions and in different ways.” 
						    von Bertalanffy

If a theory linking human activity to material remains is to be valid, it must hold at all times and in all places.

 
Archaeological Record as a Sample of a Sample of a Sample
·	1. The range of hominid activity patterns and environmental processes that once existed.
·	2. The sample and traces of 1 that were deposited over time.
·	3. The sample of sample 2 that survived  for recovery.
·	4. The sample of sample 3 that was recovered.


Levels of Archaeological Theory
·	1. Pre-depositional and Depositional Theory
·	Relates human activity to the remains they produce
·	Links Sample Levels 1 and 2
·	2. Post-depositional Theory
·	Relates deposited remains and subsequent modification while in an archaeological context
·	Links Sample Levels 2 and 3
·	3.Retrieval Theory
·	Relationship between surviving sample and the selectivity inherent to recovery techniques used
·	Links Sample Levels 3 and 4
·	4. Analytical Theory
·	Analytical Steps linking Sample Level 4 to Sample Level 1

·	5. Interpretive Theory
·	Anthropologically relevant information for testing and interpretation.
 Modeling the Creation of the Archaeological Record
Contexts
·	Systemic Context:
·	Materials within an on-going behavioral system

·	Archaeological Context:
·	Non-behavioral state of cultural materials

Transformational Processes
·	Systemic to Archaeological
·	Archaeological to Systemic
·	Archaeological to Archaeological
·	Systemic to Systemic

Systemic to Archaeological Processes
·	Discard
·	Waste
·	Wear-out
·	Loss
·	Intentional Deposition
·	Burial of the dead
·	Hoards or Ritual deposits
·	Abandonment

Archaeological to Systemic Processes
·	Re-use
·	Scavenging
·	Archaeological Excavation


Archaeological to Archaeological Processes
·	Geological Processes
·	Erosion
·	Re-deposition
·	Chemical Processes
·	Zoological Processes
·	Human Land Modification

Systemic to Systemic Processes
·	Recycling
·	Secondary Use
·	Lateral Cycling (movement of item from one user to another)
·	Gift Exchange
·	Trade
·	Theft
·	Conservatory Processes

Flow Model for Life Cycle of Consumable Elements
Flow Model for Life Cycle of Durable Elements
Flow Model of Life Cycle for Durable Elements
Revised
Flow Model for Life Cycle of Consumable Element
Revised

While a flow diagram highlights the pathways to the archaeological record, each trace also has a definite spatial component and specific affinities.

The Doctrine of Uniformitarianism
The operation of physical processes in the past is identical to their operation in the present.

Uniformitarianism and Middle Range Theory
Rules for linking a dynamic past with the static present


If you cannot understand the depositional processes affecting familiar objects with known functions and uses, how can you hope to understand such processes in the past controlling the deposition of objects of unknown function?


